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The Power of Simulation-Driven Design

In order to stay competitive while pushing the envelope on
innovation, simulation must drive the entire design process
from the early concept design phase all the way to production.
Leveraging solidThinking’s robust solution set for model-based
development, concept design, multiphysics, and manufacturing
simulation early and often has become a key driver to innovation
and is helping numerous industry-leading companies to meet
quality, cost, and time to market targets.
In addition to the desktop software solutions, Altair
democratizes simulation offering instant-on cloud
access, lowering the barrier of entry for organizations
with limited IT and compute resources to drive their
design process with simulation.

Model-Based Development
Math and system design software for multidisciplinary product development. Readily
simulate complex products as systems-of systems throughout your development cycle
– from early concept design, to detailed design, then hardware testing.

Concept Design & Simulation
Create and investigate structurally efficient concepts quickly and easily. Quickly analyze
the performance, then mix and match different industrial design approaches utilizing
the ultimate hybrid modeling and rendering system.

Multiphysics
Accurately analyze the performance of complex assemblies. Multiple physics including
structural, thermal, and fluid dynamics can be easily setup using highly automated
modeling tasks, helping to drastically reduce the time spent creating finite element
models and interpreting results.

Manufacturing Processes
The solidThinking manufacturing product line encompasses simulation tools that optimize
the entire manufacturing process for casting, metal and polymer extrusion, sheet metal
forming, and more. Users are able to validate designs early in the manufacturing process
with the simplicity and affordability of the simulation software.
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Deliver Exceptional Value – Direct Software Savings
Altair’s units-based subscription licensing model has transformed the way our customers use software. Under a
traditional software industry licensing model, customers license rights to use a particular application or a suite of
applications, which are typically priced on a per CPU basis for a specified period of time. Altair’s model is different
from these traditional models. When you buy solidThinking Units, you become eligible to download the entire
suite of solidThinking products including tools for concept and generative design, model-based development,
multiphysics, and manufacturing simulation.
Drive product innovation with simulation for you and your team. With solidThinking units, users can instantly
access the suite of solidThinking products through an intuitive Portal which includes account management, unit
tracking, product downloads, and access to the latest product releases. Units can be instantly checked out and
shared with anyone in your organization. When a user is done using solidThinking Units, they return to the pool
for someone else to use.

License a pool of units
for team use

Use any time of day,
anywhere in the world

When finished, units return to the pool
for another team member to use
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Altair Inspire™

Generative Design Taken to the Next Level

Altair Inspire enables design engineers, product designers, and architects to create and investigate structurally
efficient concepts quickly and easily. Inspire uses the industry leading Altair OptiStruct™ technology to generate
and analyze design concepts. The software is easy to learn and works with existing CAD tools to help design
structural parts right the first time, reducing costs, development time, material consumption, and product weight.

Product Highlights
• Structurally efficient concept
generation and analysis
• Support for optimization and analysis
of parts and assemblies
• Quickly and easily clean up and
de-feature problem areas in
the geometry
• Investigate linear static and normal
modes analysis
• User friendly interface with
extremely short learning curve
• Generate dynamic motion of complex
mechanisms to identify and apply
forces

Learn more:
altair.com/inspire
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Benefits

Capabilities

Design Faster
Generate concepts which meet structural
performance requirements at the beginning
of the design cycle. This results in significant
time savings over the traditional approach of
design, validate, redesign to meet structural
requirements.

Geometry Creation and Simplification
Create, modify, and de-feature solid
models using Inspire’s modeling tools.
Geometric constraints such as mirroring,
scaling, revolving, push/pull, tangency and
perpendicularity can also be applied.
• Sketch Tools – Build or modify parts by
sketching lines, rectangles, circles, and arcs
• Trim/Break – Cut and remove sketch
curves at the point of intersection
• Boolean Operations – Add, subtract,
or intersect solid parts to create more
complex geometry
• De-feature - Remove imprints, rounds,
fillets, holes, and pockets, or plug holes
and pockets, or create patches and bridges
• Mid-surfacing – Mid-surfacing tools allow
users to find and extract 2D sheets from
single thickness thin solid geometry

Design Smarter
Inspire makes it easy to perform “what-if”
scenarios where package space, connections,
load conditions, and shape controls can be
modified. Reviewing the resulting concepts
often reveals valuable insights.
Design Lighter
Inspire makes efficient use of material,
only placing it where required to satisfy
structural performance requirements.
Reduced design weight leads to material
cost savings, performance improvements,
and reduced shipping costs.

Optimization Options
Inspire offers users a number
of optimization options:

Optimal concept for a 3D printed bike rocker arm

Optimized and 3D printed metal
aerospace bracket

Analysis of an optimized robot gripper arm

•O
 ptimization Objectives - When running an
optimization, designers can choose to either
maximize stiffness or minimize mass
• Stress Constraints - A global stress constraint
can be applied to limit the maximum stress
in the model during optimization
•D
 isplacement Constraints – Displacement
constraints can be applied to a model to limit
deflections in desired locations and directions
•A
 cceleration loads – Angular velocity and
acceleration tools allow users to define the
speed of rotation of the entire model and
the axis about which it rotates
• g-Loads – g-Loads tool allow users to simulate
a model undergoing acceleration, which
imparts a force on all parts of the model
•D
 isplacement Constraints – Displacement
constraints can be applied to a model to limit
deflections in desired locations and directions.
• Temperature Loads – Temperature tool
allows users to simulate the effects of
temperature changes in a model
•E
 xport to OptiStruct – designers can export
OptiStruct input files for advanced simulations

•D
 raw Directions – Generate shapes that can
be easily molded or stamped by applying
single or split draw directions
• Extrusion Shape Control - Generates
constant cross-section topologies in
a specified direction
•D
 esign for additive manufacturing with
overhang shape controls to reduce overhangs
to create self-supporting structures

which features are important and then pick
the concept design best suited to their needs.

Contacts and Assemblies
Optimize and analyze full parts and
assemblies inside of Inspire.
• The Contacts tool allows users to find
neighboring parts and designate whether
they should be bonded, contacting, or
have no contact
•U
 sers can connect multiple parts in a model
using the Fastener and Joints tools to add
bolts, screws, pins, or sliding pins
Manufacturing and Shape Controls
Generate design concepts that are not only
structurally efficient but also manufacturable
using Inspire’s shape controls:
• Symmetry Planes – Force asymmetric
design spaces to generate symmetric
optimized shapes
• Cyclic Repetition – Create cyclically
repeating shapes like propellers or wheels

Analysis
Investigate linear static and normal
modes analysis on a model and visualize
displacement, factor of safety, percent of yield,
tension and compression, von Mises stress,
and major principal stress.
Customizable Materials Database
Inspire is packaged with a material
library including various aluminum, steel,
magnesium, and titanium alloys. Custom
materials can also be added.
PDM
Inspire allows users to open models from
Teamcenter or Windchill PDM systems. It is
also possible to save Altair Inspire models
back to the PDM system.
Part Instances
Parent-Child Instances – Individual parts can be
copied and pasted as an instance. Whenever one
is updated, the other is automatically updated
as well. Instancing information can also be
imported from CAD files.
Pattern Repetition
When a design space is repeated multiple times
in a model using part instances, Altair Inspire
will automatically apply pattern repetition to the
design spaces so they generate identical shapes.
Interactive Results Visualization
Explore optimized shapes using a simple slider
to add or remove material. Users can decide

Assembly Configuration
Multiple assembly configurations can be
created. These configurations can then be
used to evaluate various design scenarios
and the resulting concepts.
Final Model Creation
Create PolyNURBS – The create and edit
PolyNURBS tools allows users to quickly
create free-form solid geometry that
is smooth, continuous, and ready
for manufacturing.
Multiple Language Formats
Chinese, English, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish
Shape Controls & Design Constraints
• Min/Max Size
• Draw Direction
• Symmetry
• Pattern Repetition
• Cyclic Repetition
• Stress Constraints
• Frequency Constraints
• Displacement Constraints
• Overhang angle
Geometry Import
• ACIS
• Catia (V4 & V5)
• Creo
• IGES
• Inventor
• JT
• Parasolid
• Pro/E
• SolidWorks
• STEP
• STL
• UG NX (Unigraphics)

Geometry Export
• IGES
• Parasolid
• STEP
• STL
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Altair Inspire Cast

5-step Casting Simulation Software

Altair Inspire Cast was developed with its end users in mind. We strive to make casting simulation as easy as
possible by using ‘foundryman’s language’ in our software. Every word in the interface comes from the casting
process world. Not only is the software incredibly easy to use, it is also highly accurate and powerful. Get started
with Altair Inspire Cast today to further investigate and explore your casting process with just a few clicks.

Benefits
Product Highlights

Inspire Cast helps users avoid typical

•G
 uided casting process simulation
software with innovative user experience
• Identify casting defects such as air
entrapment, cold shuts, turbulence, and
shrinkage porosity in just a few clicks
•V
 isualize flow front, solid fraction,
solidification modulus, temperature/
velocity profiles, and more
•S
 imulate high/low pressure, gravity,
sand, and permanent mold castings
• Optimize “ingate” design and location

porosity, cold shots, and more, using

casting defects such as air entrapment,
its simple and quick mold filling and
solidification simulation. Inspire Cast
offers an innovative user experience
allowing the complete simulation to be
done in five simple steps and through
a completely user-friendly interface
designed for beginners and experts alike.
Design Better Products

• Quickly evaluate ‘Castability’
• Visualize solidification to optimize
ingate location
• Simulate casting with auto-generation
of risers

Learn more:
altair.com/inspirecast
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• Guide manufacturing engineers
to refine process

Increase Manufacturing Quality
and Profitability
• Quickly evaluate casting complexity
for quoting
• Predict common casting defects upfront
• Optimize running and feeding systems
• Avoid expensive trial and error
Minimal Training with Maximum Benefit
Casting simulation usually requires hours
of training coupled with extensive expertise,
adding cost both in training and hiring
experts. Inspire Cast eliminates such
expensive investments by focusing on the
ease of use and keeping all complexities
in the background.
Ease of Use with Five Simple Steps
• Import Geometry
• Define Ingate
• Define Process Parameters
• Run Analysis and Optimize
• Cast Final Part

Import geometry

Define ingate

Easy Templates to Simulate
• High Pressure Die Casting
• Low Pressure Die Casting
• Gravity Sand Casting
• Permanent Mold Casting

Capabilities
Optimize Ingate Design and Position
Inspire Cast allows quick and simple ingate
simulation - simply select the size and position
and Inspire Cast will auto-generate the ingate.
Validate Full Casting Designs
Inspire Cast allows users to validate
full casting designs including cavities, risers,
chillers, cooling lines, runners, and overflows.
Finite Element Based Formulation
Inspire Cast uses Finite Element based
formulation. Typical challenges of meshing
the domain are overcome by integrating
with the Altair suite of meshing applications,
bringing the accuracy of FEM to the world of
casting flow and solidification computations.

Setup

Run analysis and
optimization

This provides an extremely accurate
and fast solution for both fluid flow
and solidification calculations.
Inspire Cast’s solver uses parallel processing,
which enables a significant reduction in
calculation time. Since Altair Inspire Cast uses
a biphasic air-metal model for computation,
the effect of air when filling the mold is better
captured to predict the air entrapment.

Cast final part

“Inspire Cast is extremely easy to learn,
as it guides you through the set-up process.
With minimal knowledge of castings, you can
generate meaningful data your first day. We
use it to quickly evaluate castings for porosity
and other defects as part of our quoting
process. As we proceed with the projects into
production we use Altair Inspire Cast to help
optimize the design and location of gates
and runners.” - Steve Fetsko

Results Analysis
• Flow Front
• Temperature
• Velocities
• Cold Shuts
• Air Entrapment
• Mold Erosion
• Filling Time
• Solid Fraction
• Solidification Time
• Shrinkage Porosity

Powerful result visualization
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Altair Inspire Form

Sheet Metal Forming Simulation Software

Altair Inspire Form enables users to better design products while reducing lead time by enabling early
consideration of formability, process parameters, material utilization, and cost.

Benefits
Product Highlights
•S
 tamping simulation software with the
ability to do product design, feasibility
analysis and cost estimation
•U
 ser-friendly interface facilitating
natural workflow for innovative user
experience
• Identify potential stamping defects
such as splits and wrinkles and modify
product design early in the design cycle
• Quick and optimal nesting of blank
in the sheet metal coil to maximize
material utilization for progressive and
transfer die forming

Learn more:
altair.com/inspireform
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Inspire Form is a unique software that
enables users to optimally design sheet metal
components considering manufacturing
feasibility and material cost. Thanks to the
fast and accurate inverse/one-step simulation
technology, users can analyze the design
quickly for forming feasibility. The nesting
functionality rapidly proposes an efficient
layout of flattened blank on the sheet
metal coil for maximum material utilization
and minimum material cost. Altair Inspire
Form offers an innovative user experience
allowing natural transition between analysis,
design modifications, and costing through a
simplified user-friendly interface designed for
beginners and experts alike.
Design Better Products
•Q
 uick and reliable check on stamping
feasibility of design
•V
 isualize potential defect areas (splits,
wrinkles, loose metal)

• Modify design and gauge materials quickly
to eliminate defects to finalize the design
• Optimal blank nesting in transfer die or
progressive die layout within manufacturing
constraints for maximum material utilization
and reduction of material cost
• Guide the user with the design and reduce
trial and error
Accelerate Die Face Design and
Process Planning
• Evaluate product designs for feasibility
and quoting
• Quickly check die face designs for
stamping feasibility
• Predict common stamping defects in die
face design upfront and correct them
before detailed incremental analysis
• Assist die face designers to identify
process conditions like blank holder force,
draw bead location, and drawbead force
before detailed incremental analysis

Altair Inspire Form Workflow

Import geometry

Prepare geometry

Flatten blank

Process set-up

Analyze

Material utilization report

•A
 ccurate net-shaped blank predictor
based on die face for incremental analysis
and cost estimation
• Quickly estimate forming load for press
selection, process planning and costing

Capabilities
Inspire Form comes with powerful
and complete features that enable designers
and engineers to do geometry based design,
stamping feasibility analysis, and nesting on
the product before moving on
to manufacturing.
Ease of Use
Geometry based user interface with
natural workflow left to right:
• Import geometry
• Prepare geometry
• Assign material
• Define stamping direction
• Define constraints

• Run analysis, visualize result
• Blank fit and nesting
Geometry Tools for Product Design
and Analysis
• Sketching tool set
• Solid modeler
• Boolean tools
• Geometry cleanup tools
• Midsurface extraction
Comprehensive Support for
Feasibility Analysis
•F
 easibility check for regular and tailor
welded parts
•F
 easibility check for single and double
attached manufacturing scenarios
• Option to define arbitrary stamping direction
• Ability to capture detailed process conditions:
pins, blank holder force, drawbeads
•B
 uilt in material database based on SAE
standard with option for user database

Manufacture

to manage own materials
• Fast and most accurate inverse solver
in the marketplace
Complete Nesting Solution
• Accurate blank shape prediction
• Option to add additional material to account
for addendum
• Nesting for transfer die forming with blank
fit option to standard shapes: rectangle,
parallelogram, trapezoidal, miter, chevron,
and sweep
• Nesting with one-up, two-up, and mirror
layout for progressive die forming with
standard carrier options: single, central,
nested double-sided, double-sided, and
central and double-sided and nested

Altair Inspire Form Tryout Workflow

Import model

Set up drawing

Analyze drawing

Set up trimming &
springback

Analyze springback

Form
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Altair Inspire Extrude

Metal and Polymer Extrusion Process

Altair Inspire Extrude is a simulation environment designed to help extrusion companies meet the ever increasing
demands to produce complex profiles with tight tolerances, quality surface finishes, and high strength properties
at reduced cost. Altair Inspire Extrude is a virtual press where users can visualize material flow and temperature
inside a die during extrusion and make necessary changes to ensure balanced flow, while identifying and
eliminating product defects.

Product Highlights
• Test and validate new die designs
• Improve productivity
• Optimize/correct die designs
and process conditions
• Determine product quality
• Automated, easy to learn,
extrusion-specific user interface

Benefits
 alidate and Correct Die Design
V
Use Inspire Extrude simulations to
understand and improve the performance of
a die from multiple perspectives (nose cone,
product quality, weld strength, process efficiency).
Extrude New Alloys
Flow stress and material behavior of new
alloys requires an accurate simulation.
Inspire Extrude can handle a wide range
of alloys.
 etermine Die Stresses and Failure
D
Inspire Extrude together with Altair OptiStruct™
is used to determine tool deflection, mandrel
shift, stress concentrations, and potential early
die failure.

Learn more:
altair.com/inspireextrude
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Increase Productivity
Inspire Extrude is used to optimize ram
speed, billet preheat, and billet taper
heating to improve productivity and
reduce cost.

Increase Recovery and Reduce Scrap
To minimize front and back scrap, the weld
length can be computed and the skin material
of the billet entering the product can be
tracked. Altair Inspire Extrude can optimize the
billet length to reduce the scrap considering all
aspects of extrusion and fabrication.
Determine Product Quality
Product quality can be improved by
eliminating extrusion defects and the effects
of die deflection on the product shape.
By determination of seam weld location
and strength, grain size and yield strength
the product quality is further assessed.
Quenching Analysis
Quenching the extruded profile is crucial
for controlling grain size and mechanical
properties of the profile. Quenching
analysis is used to predict the cooling rate,
temperature, and uniformity of cooling
during the process.

Bearing optimization

A Complete Solution For
Die Design Engineers
• Test and validate new die designs
• Determine correct bearing lengths
• Adjust porthole and pocket dimensions
• Predict die deflection, stresses, and failure
Simulation Engineers
• Troubleshoot problem dies
• Improve productivity
• Predict product quality
Production Engineers
• Optimize process conditions
• Manage extrusion inventory
• Reduce scrap and maximize recovery
• Prepare cost estimates and quotations
• Determine the performance of quench system
Quality Engineers
• Determine product quality
• Predict grain size and recrystallization
• Calculate yield strength

Capabilities
Inspire Extrude comes with powerful and
complete features that enable an extrusion
engineer to optimize the die and improve
product quality in the design stage before
going into the first die trial.
Support for all Die Types
• Solid, semi-hollow, and hollow profiles
• Multi-hole dies
• Feeder plates and spreader dies
•D
 irect, indirect, conform,
and co-extrusion processes
Product Quality and Defects
• Predict profile shape and nose cone
• Predict surface defects
•P
 redict the location and quality
of seam welds
• Determine transverse weld length

Experimental validation of a test case

Extrusion result visualization

•T
 rack surface impurities and determine
when they enter the profile
•P
 redict grain size and yield strength
of the profile

• Based on extrudability number
• From flow stress table data
• Material models using user
defined subroutines

Thermal Management
• Simulate coupled flow and thermal solution
• Determine optimum billet preheat
and taper
•D
 etermine temperature changes in tool
between different extrusion cycles

Contact Friction
• Viscoplastic friction model
• Coulomb friction model
• Slip velocity model

Virtual Die Trials
• Visualize material flowing through
the die passages
•D
 etermine causes for flow imbalance
and overheating
• Study responses to design changes
Tool Deflection Analysis
•S
 imulate coupled flow, thermal,
and stress analysis
•C
 alculate die deflection and mandrel
shift during extrusion
•M
 inimize tool deflection to meet
product tolerances
• Identify causes for tool breakage
•O
 ptimize the shape and size of dummy
block, backers, and bolsters
Super Alloy Extrusion
• Simulate glass lubrication
• Predict glass pad erosion
• Compute lubrication effectiveness
Quench Analysis
• Supports for press and solution quenching
• Analyze different quenching types
• Quench factor analysis
•C
 ompute temperature history and cooling
rate during quenching
Comprehensive Material Database
• Database of commonly used alloys
• Fit flow stress model

Optimize Die Design
• Accurate and easy to use bearing length
correction module
• Modify pocket and porthole dimensions
Extrusion System Management
• Calculate optimum process conditions
• Determine best press to increase
productivity
• Optimize billet length to reduce scrap
• Estimate costs
• Prepare quotations
Results
• Profile deformation and nose cone
• Extrusion load
• Seam weld locations and strength
• Transverse weld length
• Billet skin tracking
• Particle traces and velocity vectors
• Temperature distribution
• Strain and strain rate
• Flow stress
• Stress tensor
• Tool deflection and stresses
• Product quality:
• Grain size
• Yield strength
• Surface quality
• User defined results
• Glass lubrication effectiveness
• Quench Analysis:
• Cooling Rate
• Quench Factor
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Altair Activate®

Multi-Disciplinary System Simulation

Altair Activate provides an open integration platform for modeling, simulating, and optimizing multi-disciplinary
systems-of-systems using inherent 1D block diagrams. Users have the option to include subsystem models either
from Altair's 3D tools, such as Altair MotionSolve™ and Altair Flux™, or from 3rd-party tools. Models can also be
imported from Simulink®.

Benefits
Product Highlights
• Hierarchical systems-of-systems
defined as parameterized models
• Signal-based and physical modeling
can be conveniently combined to
define a system model
• Built-in block libraries can be easily
managed and extended
• Model exchange or co-simulation
achieved through FMI / FMU
• Multi-disciplinary models can include
multi-body models, electromagnetic
models, FEA models, CFD models,
and more
• 0D, 1D, and 3D modeling can be used
together, allowing the best approach
for different types of subsystems

Learn more:
altair.com/activate
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Improve System Level Performance
Simulate and improve the dynamic behavior
of multi-disciplinary systems. Easily model,
simulate, and validate smart systems where
users can incorporate functions of sensing,
actuation, and control coming from diverse
components.
Leverage Model-Based Development
Activate provides a common framework
for functional product assessment and
communication throughout the product
development process. Perform what-if
analyses at the system level to quickly
test numerous designs and investigate
the interactions of all components and
subsystems comprising a system.
Gain Product-level Functional Insight Early
Identify product-level problems early in the
design process while ensuring that all the
design requirements are met. Activate
provides its users with a standard set
of predefined blocks that can easily be
combined to model systems.

Activate users can easily leverage the large
library of Modelica® physical components to
further describe the plant and the controller.

Capabilities
Build Diagrams Intuitively
• Drag, drop, and connect paradigm to
rapidly construct models
• Multiple window configuration with
the ability to modify diagrams between
windows using the drag-and-drop and
copy-and-paste operations
• Support for concurrent loading of multiple
models in a session
Hybrid Modeling
Model and simulate continuous and discrete
dynamic systems.
Multi-disciplinary Modeling
Activate allows users to model and simulate
the combined system behavior of real-world
systems with support for multiple domains
such as Mechanical, Electrical, and more.

Physical component modeling of a hatch mechanism –
(Mechanical/Electrical modeling)

Co-simulation of controller models
with multi-body plant models

Hierarchical and Parametric Modeling
• Build hierarchical component-based
models of a real-world system using
1D block diagram modeling libraries

These blocks can be extended by user-defined
Modelica blocks. Furthermore, users can provide
SPICE netlists to model electrical circuits.

• Mix signal-based and physical modeling
blocks in the same model

Library Management
Easily create components and assemble custom
applications. Use Activate’s library manager to
create and edit custom libraries. Activate also
provides an IDE along with API functions for
users to further leverage library management.

• When modeling large or complex
systems, easily create super blocks by
encapsulating multiple blocks in a diagram
into a single block
• Super blocks are modular, reusable, can
be masked, and fundamentally behave
like regular blocks allowing more flexibility
• Since a model can be hierarchical and
parameters can be defined at different
levels, Activate provides an 'all available
parameters' option which lets users
navigate in a diagram and get
a report of all parameters that are
known or defined at a current level
Built-in Block-based Model Libraries
Altair Activate includes a large variety of
predefined blocks available in an easy-to-use
library of palettes. Users can also create their
own custom blocks in C or math scripts in OML
and save them to new or existing libraries.
• Signal Generators
• Activation
• Signal Viewers
Operations
• Signal Importers
• Matrix Operations
• Signal Exporters
• Lookup Tables
• Signal Conversions
• Ports
• Signal Properties
• Buffers
• Math Operations
• Bus Operations
• Dynamic
• Optimization
• Hybrid
• Cosimulation
• Routing
• FlipFlops
• Logical Operations
• Custom Blocks
Physical Component Modeling
Using Modelica and SPICE
In addition to the signal-based blocks listed above,
Activate comes with the Modelica standard library
(MSL) – a collection of blocks describing the
physical behavior of Electrical, Electromagnetic,
Mechanical, and Thermal components.

Hybrid Simulator
Activate’s simulator provides users with
several high-performance numerical solvers
that accurately and robustly solve dynamic
systems including continuous, discrete-time,
and event-based behaviors.
Solver Type

Fixed
step -size

Stiffness
Non-stiff
ODE
Stiff
ODE

Varible
step-size

Solver Name
Forward Euler
Explicit Trapezoidal
Classical Runge Kutta
Runge-Kutta
Backward Euler
Implicit Trapezoidal

Non-stiff
ODE

CVODE-BDF-Functional
CVODE-ADAMS
Functional
DOPRI
(Dormand-prince)

Stiff
ODE

Lsode
CVODE-BDF-NEWTON
CVODE-ADAMS-NEWTON
RADAU-IIA for ODE
CPODE

DAE

IDA
RADAUV-IIA for DAE
DASKR

Optimization
Formulate optimization problems to improve
the system parameters and design robust
control strategies with multiple options.
Graphical optimization tool:
• The simplest way to formulate
and solve optimization problems

Room temperature control system
with Modelica components

Script-based optimization:
• A powerful mechanism for solving general
optimization problems where the cost
and constraints may be obtained from a
combination of Altair Activate simulation
results and math scripts
BOBYA Optimizer block:
• This optimization block can be used directly
in a model and doesn't require any external
calling function or link-up
• Cascade multiple optimization blocks to
formulate max-min and min-max problems
Model Exchange and Co-simulation via
Functional Mock-up Interface (FMI)
Activate supports FMI 2.0 standard for
both model exchange and co-simulation
of dynamic systems including the ability
to import and export FMUs (Functional
Mock-up Units).
Co-simulation with Multi-body Models
The co-simulation interface lets users simulate
a complex system that includes a multibody system (MBS) and one or more control
subsystems. In order to effectively simulate
the entire system, the MBS is simulated with a
multi-body simulation solver while the control
subsystem is simulated with Activate.
Linearization
Activate allows users to create linear models
from Activate blocks by linearization. The
operating point can be computed either
by running the simulation at a given time
instant or by computing a steady-state point
by imposing constraints on inputs, outputs,
states, and state derivatives.
Compiling Models Into Executable Code
Activate supports code generation
for system performance & IP protection.
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Altair Compose®

Math, Scripting, Data Processing, and Visualization

Altair Compose enables engineers, scientists, and product creators to efficiently perform calculations one at a time
or grouped together in the form of scripts facilitating process automation. Compose also enables the analysis,
processing, and visualization of data such as from CAE or test results. It is an interactive & unified programming
environment for all types of math – including matrix analysis, differential equations, signal processing, control
design, optimization, and much more.

Benefits
Product Highlights
• High-level matrix-based interpreted
language for numerical computing
• Integrated development environment
for authoring and debugging all
types of math including multilanguage support
• Built-in connectivity to pre/postprocess CAE data or test data
• Extensive math libraries:
• Statistical data analysis
• Matrix analysis
• Differential equations
• Signal processing
• Control design
• Optimization
• Interactive 2D & 3D plotting

Learn more:
altair.com/compose
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Rapid Algorithm Development
A comprehensive set of tools enables
rapid development of standard and
custom computations. The matrix-based
language, authoring, and debugging tools
-- along with access to a broad set of math
libraries and utilities -- cover a wide range
of users' needs. Users can also explore
multiple approaches and find solutions
faster than with spreadsheets or traditional
programming languages such as C/C++.

Easy Engineering Data Access
and Processing
Built-in suite of engineering calculations
and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)
data and result readers provide quick
access to a large set of data formats for
pre and post-processing needs. Data can
also be exported to various CAE file formats.

Capabilities
Powerful and Flexible Programming
• Matrix based data structure
• Fully interpreted

Open, Compatible,
Inter-operable Platform
The multi-language environment of Compose
enables the combination of the Open Matrix
Language (OML) with scripts written in TclTk
or Python. Since OML is not only easy to
use but also compatible with Octave and
MATLAB®, Altair Compose is a powerful
platform to integrate knowledge formulated
in various programming languages.

• Compatible with industry standards
• Built-in and user-defined functions
• Literals, data types, strings,
variables & assignments, indexing
operators, expressions & statements
• Flow of control & looping
• Interactive or batch-mode execution

Rich 2D & 3D data visualization

Modern integrated development environment
with a powerful debugger

Integrated Development Environment

Extensive Commands and Math Libraries

• A fully featured command window with
command completion, code editing, and
display print command outputs during
script execution from the editor allow
for visual and interactive code inspections
during runtime

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Modern script editor with syntax
highlighting, smart indentation,
collapsible sections including code folding,
bookmarking, searching and toggle
to display on/off line numbers
• Script editor allows users to split the screen
into multiple views for more interactive
authoring and execution
• Multi-language environment with support
for OML, Python, & Tcl/Tk
• Powerful debugger with options to easily
monitor variable values via watch window,
track paths traced while executing scripts
via call stack window and display all
breakpoints in the debugging session
via the breakpoints window
• Intuitive project browser with a hierarchical
structure of all the scripts, plots and
matrices for easy navigation
• File browser allows direct access to existing
program files on disk
• Variable browser displays all the usergenerated and global workspace variables
including name, value, type and scope.
Options to easily monitor variable values
during debugging
• Command history window not only displays
all commands entered while programming
but also enables quick execution with support
for double-clicking on each command or
drag/drop into the command window

Elementary math
Logic operators
Linear algebra
Vectors & matrices
System commands
Time commands
Trigonometry
commands
• Polynomial math
• Calculus

• Differential
equations
• Signal processing
• Statistical analysis
• Control design
• Optimization
• CAE data readers
• String operations
• Plotting

Variable browser with options to easily monitor
and edit variable values during debugging

Easy GUI Creation
• Tailor your scripts to your organization
• Add dialog boxes to build your own
customized graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
• Enables easy and intuitive re-usability
of your specialized utility programs
• Allows experts to deploy many tools
to end users
• Enables flexibility and convenience
when providing program inputs

Data Visualization, Plotting and Reporting
• Support for various 2D & 3D plots
• Plot properties and attributes can be
modified easily and interactively with
context menus to set plot titles, labels,
axis labels, legends & tick mark labels
• Zoom and pan support
• Report generation
Connectivity
Tools to read and extract data from CAE
results, with especially tight connectivity
to Altair HyperWorks™
Open Matrix Language (OML) Interpreter
• Interpreter for enhanced interaction
to support interruption of long scripts
• Provides an extension to the variable
browser to support additional objects;
includes syntax highlighting and auto
completion, and provides all the
debugging features
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Altair Embed®

Visual Environment for Embedded Systems

Altair Embed is an intuitive graphical environment for model-based embedded development. Diagrams are
automatically converted to highly-optimized and compact code, which is essential for low-cost microprocessors
and high-speed sampling rates. The code can be verified, debugged, and tuned with off-line simulation before
downloading it to the target microcontroller (MCU).

Product Highlights
• Highly efficient diagram-to-code capability
• Visual real-time operating system
• Fast run time
• Low memory footprint
• Human readable code
• Interactive SIL, PIL, and HIL
• Parameter tuning while system
is in operation
• Gaining system insight through data
logging, buffering, and digital scopes
• State charts
• Graphical editing of Finite State
Machines
• Simulation and code generation
• Scaled, Fixed-Point Algorithms
• Fixed-point block library
• Auto-scaling
• Fast target code

Learn more:
altair.com/embed
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Benefits
Rapid Development of Control Systems
Embed provides a complete tool chain for the
development of embedded control systems
covering Software-in-the-Loop, Processor-inthe-Loop, as well as Hardwarein-the-Loop simulations.
You can make changes to a control diagram, and
compile and download it to the target MCU in
seconds. Then, while the system is operating, you
can interactively update the control parameters.
Using powerful data logging, buffering, and
digital scoping blocks, you can gain insight
into the control algorithms deployed on
the target MCU in real time.
No Hand-Coding Required
Turning control diagrams into executable,
real-time capable code used to require an
experienced embedded software developer.
With Altair Embed’s code generator, a control
design engineer can easily try out new
algorithms on a target hardware without
the need for hand-coding.

Affordable and Easily Configured Solution
Embed comes in the basic configuration
already with most of the tools needed
for embedded development including
state charts, target support, fixed-point
algorithms, efficient code generator, motor
control libraries, and a lot more. This results
in an affordable and easy configurable
development environment.

Capabilities
Diagram-to-Code
Embed generates efficient and compact
yet readable ANSI C code for discrete,
continuous, and hybrid systems created
using diagrams.
For example, code generated for closed-loop
motor control – including PI controller, digital
output, PWM, and encoder peripherals – runs
at 300KHz on a 150MHz F28335 MCU with a
memory footprint of 2095 bytes for code, 501
bytes for initialized data, and 504 bytes for
uninitialized data.

Example of draining tank logic with state charts

Example of digital power application

Embed allows easy integration of legacy
source code and easy portability to target
hardware given the generated fixedpoint and floating-point code which, with
automatic scaling, can be compiled on any
platform with target compiler.

State Charts
Embed supports OMG UML 2.1 compliant
graphical state chart editing, simulation and
code generation. Combined with a built-in
C interpreter, this allows fast and reliable
development of complex control applications.

Diagram semantics allow users to easily
configure execution of blocks using software/
hardware timers, interrupts and local/global
rates. Users also have the choice to use
the highly efficient royalty-free scheduling
scheme by Altair Embed or to generate calls
for an external RTOS.

Scaled, Fixed-Point Algorithms
The Fixed-Point block library lets you perform
simulation and efficient code-generation
of scaled, fixed-point operations.

Traceability between diagram and code
makes it highly intuitive and easy to work
on large diagrams with high block counts
and possibly multiple layers of hierarchy.
Interactive Hardware-in-the-Loop
Simulations
In MCU-in-the-loop (MIL) simulation, the
plant model runs on the host computer
in Embed while the control algorithm
runs in real time on the target MCU.
Real-time communication between the
target MCU and Embed is performed via a
JTAG hotlink. Continue to use Embed’s GUI
while you tune parameters and monitor
real-time data transfer. Embed also supports
a PIL-synchronous communication mode
that runs the target in lock step with the
simulation, allowing easy verification of
embedded algorithms.

Overflow and precision loss effects are
easily seen and corrected at simulation time.
Auto-scaling speeds fixed-point development,
while in-line code generation creates fast
target code.

Add-ons
Embed/Digital Power Designer
Provides a library of components and
subsystem models tailored to digital power
applications (including power converters,
controllers, compensators, sources, and more).
Embed/Comm
Lets you model end-to-end communication
systems at the signal or physical level.
It provides fast and accurate solutions
for analog, digital, and mixed-mode
communication systems.

Target Hardware Support
Embed hardware agnostic code with
abilities to also extend it for using
target-specific blocks for any embedded
targets. With the growing list of hardware
support, Embed currently supports
micro-controllers from Texas Instruments
(C2000, MSP430/Concerto), Atmel (Atmega
328/2560/32u4) popularly used in the
Arduino, and Generic MCU support to
extend to other silicon families.
Embed also provides device driver blocks
that include analog ADC, ePWM, eCAP (event
capture), SPI, SCI (RS232 serial), I2C, digital
GPIO, QEP (quadrature encoder), and CAN 2.0.
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Altair Evolve™

All-in-one Industrial Design Tool

Altair Evolve allows designers to develop forms faster, using either Windows or Mac OS X. It enables the capture of an
initial sketch, exploration of styling alternatives, and visualization of products with realistic renderings generated in
real time. Evolve provides organic surface modeling, parametric solid controls, and polygonal modeling with NURBSbased surfaces and solids and a unique Construction Tree™ history feature. It frees designers from the constraints
of traditional CAD tools, while allowing the export of digital models required by others in the product development
process.

Product Highlights
• Hybrid modeler with organic surface
modeling, solid surfacing, and
polygonal modeling
• Unlimited construction history
provides real-time updates
when modifications are made
to parameters or surfaces
• Real-time photo realistic rendering
• Available on both Windows and Mac

Learn more:
altair.com/evolve
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Benefits

Capabilities

Model Freely
Created by designers for designers, Evolve
provides free form surfacing, solid modeling,
and polygonal modeling in a single package.
This allows the best approach to be applied
to each aspect of a design. Evolve allows
users to mix and match modeling techniques
on the fly without any additional plug-ins.

Best-in-class Construction History
• Unlimited construction history provides
real-time updates when modifications are
made to parameters or surfaces
• Browse the graphic representation of the
construction history to identify and select
source objects within the history tree with
immediate reconstruction
• Manipulate both the parameters and
points of all objects freely. Never forget the
steps involved in construction - the entire
tree is saved inside the file and is accessible
at any time
• Thanks to the possibility to freely
manipulate your models, you can easily
experiment with new shapes and improve
your creativity

Make Changes Effortlessly
The Construction Tree history allows users
to edit a point or a parameter and then
let Evolve automatically update the entire
model. Typically surface modelers require the
recreation of an entire model to accommodate
a dimensional change.
Render Beautifully
Quickly test and evaluate designs, materials,
or environments in real-time while developing
your model. Evolve offers users the ability to
create photo-realistic images and animation
with a built-in renderer.

Advanced NURBS Modeling
Evolve uses NURBS (Non Uniform Rational
B-Splines) as its geometry type. This curve
and surface definition method offers the
greatest flexibility and precision. NURBS

Set of glasses modeled and rendered in Evolve

are capable of representing any desired
shape, both analytic and free form, and
their algorithms are extremely fast and
stable. Full NURBS-based modeling,
construction history, and the most
advanced modeling tools make Evolve a
matchless tool for designers.
Polygonal Modeling and
Subdivision Surfaces
Evolve also features an advanced polygonal
modeler with support of n-side polygons. It
is possible to create and extrude polygons,
split faces and edges, refine, decimate, and
perform many other operations. The unique
implementation of interactive subdivision
surfaces with construction history gives the
user maximum power for refinement and
smoothing of polygonal meshes.
Reverse Engineering
• Fit points - Create a surface from a point
cloud data set
• PointCloud from object - Create a PointCloud
given a surface
• Planar Clouds from PointCloud – Creates
a specified number of points clouds lying
on parallel planes from a given points cloud.
This command can be useful to simplify
a points cloud derived from 3D scanning

Dish set designed by Diane Shane-Schuldt

Bike with optimized frame

• Beside a section planes direction, the user
can specify either the number of planes,
or the distance between planes
•C
 urve from PointCloud - Creates a curve
from a point cloud. This tool creates a
curve starting from a selected point and
approximating the points ordered by
minimal distance
Real-Time Photo Realistic Rendering
Take advantage of a truly comprehensive
rendering system integrating all industryleading rendering techniques. The most
efficient memory management functions,
unlimited output resolution, as well as
multi-threaded and multi-processor
renderings makes Evolve the perfect tool for
generating photo realistic images. Real-time
rendering further improves interactivity
during the review and visualization phases
of design.

Diamond ring rendering

Direct Import
• 3ds
• ACIS
• Adobe Illustrator
• CATIA (V4 & V5 &
V6)
• DWG
• DXF
• H3D
• I-DEAS
• IGES
• Inventor
• NX
• OBJ
• Parasolid
• Point cloud
• Pro/E
• Rhinoceros
• SolidWorks
• STEP
• STL
• VDAFS

Export To
• 3ds
• ACIS SAT
• DXF
• IGES
• Keyshot
• LightWave
• Maya ASCII
• OBJ
• Parasolid
• Rhinoceros
• STEP
• STL
• VDAFS
• VRML

Animation
Take your design presentations to the next
level by creating photo realistic animations.
Create videos or Quicktime VR movies to
communicate complex ideas, or import H3D
files to produce stunning simulations.

Electric motorbike concept

Perfume bottle concept
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Altair SimLab sT

CAD to Muliphysics Analysis in Minutes

Altair SimLab sT is a process-oriented multidisciplinary simulation environment that accurately analyze the performance
of complex assemblies. Multiple physics including structural, thermal and fluid dynamics can be easily setup using highly
automated modeling tasks, helping to drastically reduce the time spent creating finite element models and interpreting
results. Altair’s robust, accurate, and scalable solvers can run either locally, on remote servers, or in the cloud.

Product Highlights
• Accurate multiphysics solutions
for linear and nonlinear structural,
thermal, and computational fluid
dynamics analyses
• Highly efficient feature recognition
algorithms, process-oriented
automation templates
• Geometry modifications, part variants,
and assembly updates are easily
managed via the
bi-directional CAD coupling

Benefits
An intuitive and self-explanatory graphical
user interface covers all aspects of the
simulation process. Instead of tedious
geometry clean-up, work is performed
directly on the geometry by defining mesh
specifications for individual regions.
Robust, Repeatable Simulation Workflows
• Create and share robust, repeatable
simulation workflows with automatic
feature and part recognition to accelerate
simulation cycles by more than 5 times
Live Syncing to Parametric CAD
• Rapidly explore and evaluate design changes
on-the-fly with live syncing to popular
parametric CAD systems including CATIA,
Pro/E, Siemens NX, and SolidWorks

Learn more:
altair.com/simLabsT
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Automated Meshing
• Eliminate manual solid meshing, model
setup, solver execution, and post-processing
to improve simulation efficiency, accuracy,
and consistency across the organization

Intuitive User Environment
• Solve statics, dynamics, heat transfer,
and fluid flow problems in minutes
directly within SimLab sT’s new intuitive
user environment
Results in One-button Click
• Check the convergence and robustness
of results with one-button click
Results Visualization
• Quickly set up and run multiphysics cosimulations and DOE studies all from within
SimLab sT’s intuitive visual environment

Capabilities
Meshing
SimLab sT takes a different approach to
generating a high quality mesh. It transfers
the features from the CAD model, such as
fillets and cylinders, to the finite element
model. These features can be used in a later
step in the process without the need to access
the original CAD geometry again.

Meshing of complex assemblies

There are many unique and useful tools for
generating various types of meshes within
SimLab sT. A template system pulls all of
these tools together into streamlined and
automated processes geared towards
generating the highest quality mesh that
adheres to requirements of any analysis type:
NVH, durability, fatigue, CFD, and more.
Feature-based Meshing
• Automatically identifies CAD features
• Applies template criteria to mesh creation of
features, such as cylinders, fillets, and holes
• Automatic recognition of contact surfaces
• Analysis and criteria based meshing uses
templates and captured knowledge to
generate appropriate meshes for each
analysis type.
Geometry
SimLab sT uses a unique methodology in
working with CAD geometry to generate an
accurate mesh quickly. The processes used
by SimLab sT makes it possible to eliminate
all geometry clean-up which enables users
to focus on the mesh generation procedures
instead of healing poor geometry. SimLab sT
contains routines to directly access the native
geometry of the following CAD systems:

Rapidly explore design changes with live synching to
popular parametric CAD systems

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis

• Any Parasolid based CAD systems such as
SolidWorks, SolidEdge, etc.
• Pro/Engineer
• CATIA V5
• UG
Integrated Multiphysics Solutions
Solve statics, dynamics, heat transfer, and
fluid flow problems in minutes directly from
within SimLab sT’s intuitive user environment:
• Static Stress Analysis
• Linear static
• Nonlinear static
• Heat transfer analysis
• Steady state
• Transient
• Dynamic stress analysis
• Normal modes
• Modal frequency response
• Coupled
• Static, dynamic, heat transfer
• Fluid Flow
• Steady state
• Transient
Coupled physics co-simulations and DOE
studies can be quickly setup and run,
accelerating development time from weeks
and days to hours and minutes.

Automated templates for bearings, gaskets,
weldings, greatly accelerate modeling

Thermo-structure multiphysics simulation of a PCB

Process Oriented Features
• Mapping of results from a fine to a coarse
mesh and from a coarse to a fine mesh
• Menu driven modeling of bearings and
applying bearing pressure
• Positioning of spatially displaced result fields
onto the model. (Example, thermal analysis
results onto a structural model)
• Automated templates for:
• Bolt modeling
• Gasket, bearing loads, and joint modeling
• Mass property idealization
• External material and property based
connections
• Contact detection (between parts) and
modeling of the contacts
Post-processing
SimLab sT includes an integrated
postprocessor. In addition, customized
processing tools such as bore distortion
and frequency response are available.
The convergence and robustness of results
can be easily checked and improved with
one-button click.

Eliminate mesh dependency of result accuracy
by automated convergence checks
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About Altair (Nasdaq: ALTR)
Altair is a global technology company that provides software and cloud solutions in the
areas of product development, high performance computing (HPC) and data intelligence.
Altair enables organizations across broad industry segments to compete more effectively
in a connected world while creating a more sustainable future.

Learn more at altair.com
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